CALCASIEU SOCCER CLUB

The Rec Soccer ‘Team Mom’

Our volunteer coaches are amazing! Sometimes though, busy work schedules mean that it is not always possible to stay in contact with all the players as often as they would like. Communication is the key to helping our soccer season run smoothly. We have found that having a team ‘mom’ or manager to help the coach communicate with the team is a HUGE help.

Here’s a little info on what this role involves…..

PRE-SEASON

- Complete the Got Soccer background check.
- Contact the coach to introduce and discuss practice days & times
- Assist the coach in contacting team members with first practice/team meeting info
- Attend first practice/team meeting
- Follow up with team members who have not responded to previous messages.

TEAM MEETING

- Remind parents of practice days, times and location.
- Decide on the best method of contact for all players. Text or Email.
- Advise on rainout or cancelation procedure.
- Advise on game day uniforms. Yellow = HOME / Black = AWAY. Always bring both.
- Discuss whether the team wishes to do post game snacks

DURING THE SEASON

- Stay in contact with the coach for updates on practice and games
- Send practice reminders to the team: days, times and location
- Send game reminders to the team: field number, kickoff time, uniform color
- Coordinate post game snacks with other parents (if applicable).
- Enjoy the fun!